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Youssouf MARZOUK
Developer passionate about learning and building. Experience in Fullstack
Development and precisely the MERN/MEAN stacks.

SKILLS
Front-End Back-End Databases Others
HTML/CSS Node.js MongoDB Git / GitHub / GitLab
Javascript (Typescript) Express.js MySQL / PostgreSQL Docker
React (NextJS) Nest.js Elasticsearch Visual Studio Code
Angular Python (Flask) Neo4j AWS / GCP

Firebase Redis
Cassandra

Figma
Jira

EXPERIENCE

GitStart — (October 2021, June 2022)

Full-stack JavaScript developer - (full-time/remote)

ReactJS Developer

Working on multiple projects, each one with its unique background. Delivering
code according to client requirements using ReactJS (TypeScript), Redux(Redux
toolkit), and React testing library, also styled-components, and Ant Design.

TPM assistance

After only one month of being recruited. I've proved my competence and skills,
assuming increasingly important responsibilities. I've become the TPM right-hand
man, even if there are other devs who've been longer than me in the company.
Reviewing others' code, ensuring communication with clients and pushing code to
them, improving code quality and analytics (Sonarqube).

QA tester

Another month forward, I joined the company's QA team while keeping my developer
position. I'm responsible for doing the proper QA tests for a couple of
projects, making sure that the code we ship matches what the client has
requested and his expectation. This actually opened a new door of opportunities
for me to contribute to the company, making suggestions and proposing new
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policies to increase overall productiveness, while maintaining quality and
efficiency.

Affable.ai — (June 2022, Present)

Associate Software Engineer - Client Success - (full-time/remote)

As an engineer in the CS team, I work on client requests (Bugs and feature
requests). This requires an understanding of the entirety of the project and all
its parts, from data scrapping to the UI and everything in between.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Languages: English - Arabic - French.

Courses & Certificates: CS50 - OpenClassrooms - freeCodeCamp.

Interests: Algorithmic challenges - Fitness - Anime.


